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Was Somerton Man a US spy who had a
secret love child with an Adelaide nurse?
New evidence may be about the break open
the enduring mystery of a body washed up
on a beach nearly 70 years ago

Mystery surrounding 'Somerton Man' could be broken open by new details
Professor investigating the death believes the man had a child in Australia
Other researchers also believe evidence proves the man was an American
Mystery after dead man's body washed up on a beach in Adelaide in 1948

By LIAM QUINN FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
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One of Australia's most mysterious cold cases could be broken open by fresh evidence after almost
70 years, as details suggest the 'Somerton Man' may be an American and the father of an
Australian ballet dancer.

It was also revealed the man, who was found dead on a beach in South Australia in 1948, may
have fathered a child with an Adelaide nurse.

University of Adelaide professor Derek Abbott believes Jo Thomson, otherwise known as Jestyn,
had a child with the man.

Scroll down for video

An unidentified body, who has become known as the Somerton Man, washed up on a beach 67 years ago

'I'm not alone in believing she knew who the Somerton Man was - I think just about every policeman
involved in this case has the same opinion,' Professor Abbott told Daily Mail Australia.

'Moreover, I believe it likely that she had his child.' 
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University of Adelaide professor Derek Abbott has
been one of the leading investigators into the
Somerton Man case

Mr Abbott believes the pair had a secret relationship, due to the location of where the dead man's
body was found and the fact her phone number was scribbled on a piece of paper found in his
pocket.

Ms Thomson died in 2007, and denied knowing the Somerton Man until her death. However, she
conceded to friends in her later years she was the nurse in the case. Robin Thomson died in 2009,
according to the professor.

This pictures shows how it is believed Jo Thomson would have looked in 1948

'Her son, Robin, was over a year old in 1948
when the Somerton Man died. She was single
and did not get married until 1950...the list goes
on. There are a number of factors,' he said.

'She would have fallen pregnant to the
Somerton Man in September or October of
1946.'  

Police dubbed a body washed up on Somerton
Beach in Adelaide's inner-southern suburbs as
Somerton Man when it was found early in the
morning on November 30, 1948. He was 'well-
dressed' and police determined he died of
unnatural causes.

But there was nothing on the body to indicate
the man's identity, and the mystery has endured
to this day.

Mr Abbott also cited a rare, heriditary dental
condition, and odd behaviour from Ms Thomson
when interviewed by police.

Another theory suggesting the Somerton Man
may be Mr Thomson's father was his muscular legs, similar to those a ballet dancer would have. Mr
Thomson went on to perform with the Australian Ballet and Royal New Zealand Ballet.
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Robin Thomson shared a rare dental condition with the Somerton Man, according to experts

In 2012, the professor commissioned a painting of Ms Thomson, in the hope someone who knew
her would come forward and provide crucial information. 

The Somerton Man was found about five minutes from Ms Thomson's home.

The potential murder has fascinated true crime fans and conspiracy theorists for more than six
decades, largely thanks to a number of 'codes' linked to a Persian poetry book found in a doctor's
car.

A piece of paper torn from the book was found in the Somerton Man's pocket. It also had Ms
Thomson's phone number written on the back. 

Robin Thomson was also a ballet dancer, pictured rehearsing for rehearsing Coppélia in 1968

The scrap of paper had 'Tamám Shud,' meaning 'ended' or 'finished' in Persian, printed on it. 

Some believe this to be proof he was a spy or double agent that was executed - and that Ms
Thomson may have also been a spy.

However, Mr Abbott dismissed the Hollywood-styled theories.
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Compared: Robin Thomson's ear (left), the Somerton Man's ear (centre), and a normal ear on the right. The
upper hollow, called the 'cymba' is unusually deep and enlarged in the first two photos

'I would be surprised if they turned out to be true,' he said.

'I think this is a love story not a spy one,and one of jilted love. Anything is possible, but I don't find
the spy scenario plausible. 

'The 'code' is nothing like a professional spy code. He may have just been jotting letters trying to
solve a brainteaser in newspaper for all we know.'

Ms Thomson wrote a letter in 1957 that reads: : '...but how to make life interesting when one has two
demanding children who have to be fed and clothed?' Researchers cite this as evidence
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St Corantyn's mental health clinic on East Terrace, Adelaide, where Ms Thomson worked from the late 1960s
to 1970s

The professor's comments come as a group investigating the incident said it thinks evidence proves
the Somerton Man was American.

The group listed a number of reasons for its theory on a crowdfunding website, including the stripes
on his tie being slanted in 'the US style', his jacket being 'determined to be of American origin', and
the aluminium comb he was carrying.

Mr Abbott said DNA testing could be done to help finally shed light on the mystery.

The codes found in a book in an Adelaide doctor's car, which have been linked to the Somerton Man
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A present-day photo of the unit in Moseley Street where Jo Thomson lived in 1948 with her child Robin. The
Somerton Man was found dead a short 5 min walk from this place, with her five-digit phone number

'If we want to establish that a descendent of Robin is related to the Somerton Man, this can be done
by extracting the Somerton Man's DNA after an exhumation and comparing the two,' he said. 

'If we want to identify the Somerton Man himself, this is a different issue. The way we would do that
is find descendants of his cousins by putting his DNA data on a genealogical DNA database. 

We could then trace those cousins back to a common ancestor and then work forward to find the
Somerton Man. We know this works because this is exactly the technique use by genealogists who
specialise in finding an adopted child's real parents.'
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